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QUESTION 1

What is true about the worker process in the Oracle Applications R12 environment? 

A. When a worker runs a job for the first time, if the job fails, the manager automatically defers the job to retry at a later
time. 

B. When a worker runs a job for the third time, if the job fails, the status of the job stays at failed and the worker starts
the next job. 

C. As long as the total run time is less than 10 minutes, the manager defers the job to retry at the end of the current
phase, even if that job failed the previous three times. 

D. When a worker runs a job for the second time, if the job fails and the total run time is 15 minutes, then the status of
the job stays at failed and the worker starts the next job. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

As an Applications DBA, you are tasked with cloning a User Acceptance Test System (UAT) to Test System on July 28.
You ran preclone on database tier on July 23 itself. Between July 23 and July 28, some changes have happened to the
database. Identify three scenarios in which you would have to run preclone again. (Choose three.) 

A. A database was restarted 

B. A tablespace was dropped. 

C. A custom schema was dropped. 

D. A database data file was resized. 

E. A data file was added to the database. 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

QUESTION 3

You installed Oracle Applications Release 12 as a multi-node system where every node has a separate APPL_TOP.
Consider the following configuration: 

Node 1 hosts Forms server and Web server. 

Node 2 hosts batch processing services and database server. 

As per the above configuration, which values will you find in the Applications Context file of Node 1? (Choose all that
apply.) 

A. s_isAdWeb = Yes 

B. s_isAdConc = Yes 
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C. s_isAdAdmin = No 

D. s_isAdForms = Yes 

E. s_isAdAdmin = Yes 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 4

Which command needs to be run to add a new node to an existing system? 

A. perl adautocfg.pl 

B. perl adaddnode.pl 

C. perl adcfgclone.pl addnode 

D. perl adcfgclone.pl appsTier 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Which four statements are true with respect to the APPS schema? (Choose our.) 

A. It has synonyms to all base product tables and sequences. 

B. Each products schema grants full privileges to the APPS schema. 

C. It contains only its own data objects (tables, sequences, and indexes). 

D. It is the only schema that has universal access to Oracle Applications. 

E. Run-time usage of Oracle Applications is through the APPS schema only. 

F. Data objects for the Applications technology-layer products (FND, AD, and so on) are stored under the APPS
schema. 

Correct Answer: ABDE 
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